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Installation Procedure for AXl~EeXay Switchboards 
cxlio. o ^ ^  CX-60c. CX-lOO. CX-20Q and 0X-2QQA

la GIL .'TER AX-
This instruction is intended for the use of installers in the field,,

It describes the apparatus units comprising a complete switchboard of the 
CX-10, GX-30, GX«608 CX-K09 GX-2G0 and CX-200A types, and gives in- 
format ion required to install the switchboards It contains points to be 
observed with regard to the exchange quarters*

£.9.,_, POIHTS fO.BE OBSERVED RBGf.RDING TUB SXCHARGrE QUARTERS
The installer should inspect the quarters provided for the exchange 

equipment in order to ascertain that the switchroom Is in a suitable 
condition for the housing of equipment* If anything is found which seems 
to require attentions he should Immediately discuss this with the customer 
company before proceeding with the Installation*

While it is advantageous from the standpoint of cleanliness and freedom 
from duet to close up the room as much as possible,* it should be kept In 
mind that stagnant8 damp air ©ntails some danger of corrosion of the equipment* 
Proper means of ventilation should therefore be provided if the exchang©
quarters are notD already,, provided with such facilities*

The All-Relay equipment will operate satisfactorily under normal climatic 
conditions* Seating or cooling of the switchroom is* therefore not necessary,, 
except in extreme cases* Precautions should be taken* however during periods 
of rapid temperature change to avoid moisture condensation due to these changes

The equipment should not be installed where the odor of paints or floor 
wax may be detected., as all electrical contacts are susceptible to damage 
from certain paint vapore* Paints or floor waxes containing turpentine or 
other similar volatile solvents should be used with caution in switchrooms
or any place where the fusses may reach the telephone equipment,. Paints and 
floor wax®s containing non-active solvents and residues should be used* 
preferablyo

3, INFORMATION kW RECORDSi .'.rTO-ar̂ K:g i-.vŝsr.z-T̂ msrf'jxssus: a-

The following information will be furnished with each orders 
3ol A set of information for the installer consisting of8
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a) Installation Procedure • 2-b) Specification -and layout Sheet (includes floor 

Plan and layout Drawings)c) Maintenance Notes - Belay Inspection and 
Adjus tlag Instrue11on s

d) Such supplementary instructions as may he 
required for the specific installation,

e) Circuit Drawings (Schematics)
f) Circuit Descriptions
g) Wiring Diagrams

3.2 Two sets of information to he delivered to the customer 
company for permanent record as follows;
a) Installation Procedureh) Specification and Layout Sheet (includes floor 

plan and layout Drawings)c) Maintenance Notes * Relay Inspection and 
Adjusting Inst ruetion&d) Such supplementary instructions a® may he 
required for the specific installation,

®) Circuit drawings (Schematics)
f) Circuit Descriptions
g) Wiring Diagrams
Items (a) *o (f) will ho hound in folders, and item (g) will 

he contained in manilia envelopes,
The installer should check all Information received. If any 

items are missing, advice should be given.
Drawing© illustrating the standard wiring diagram and circuit conventions are attached to the Installation Procedure and «he Maintenance 

Notes, The conventional drawings contain such information as may 
he required to read tha wiring diagrams and circuit schematics.
CHECK 0?? FLOOR PLAN

Immediately after checking the received job information, 
tha installer should examine the exchange quarter® to tea that 
they conform to the floor plan supplied and if there should he 
any material difference, the customer company should he advised, 
jf a rearrange®ant of the equipment should he necessary, the in*
8taller should suggest to the customer company such rearrangement 
&s he considers suitable and a copy of the suggested layout should 
he sent to the district supervisor for comment.

If additional cable or modification, of the eouipment is in
volved to adapt the equipment to the quarters, excepting cable 
rack changes, or supports for the equipment , the district super
visor should he notified before any work is don©..
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SIZES
All items necessary for these units are boused in one or more 

cabinets arranged in combinstions of various sizes, all cabinets 
being 81-7/16** high, 12s8 deep, and will be provided in three widths 
- 18* 7/8H fi 36H o ©r 72-l/4,?o The actual number and size of cabinets 
provided varies with the type and amount of equipment desired®

A power board is provided which is 81-7/16** high, 19~5/l6M Îde, 
and 9‘* deep® Identical power board dimensions are provided on all 
units®
5.1 OX-10

All of the equipment required for a CX«108 with the exception of 
the power board. Is contained in one 18-7/8̂  cabinet® The top fear 
mounts the fuses® The next 20 bars mount the link equipment for 3 links, 
link busy jacks, the guard and miscellaneous relays and 10 seta of line 
relay equipments® The next 7 bars are used for the usual common circuit 
equipments, leaving 2 sections of 3 bars each for trunks, payatations and 
other line adapters, For capacity of these sections, sse Section 5®7.
1 m3LJS^3Q,

All of the equipment required for a CX-3$» with the exception of the 
power board, is contained in one 3611 cabinet® The top 22 bars mount the 30 line relay equipments and £ link control relays, together with the 
necessary link multiple for t£e 30 lines on the 5 links0 Necessary automatic 
trunk selection relays are also mounted in this section®

Immediately below the links is the miscellaneous and the guard circuit 
relays, link busy jacks and fuse panels® The fuse panels carry fuses for 
all circuits in this boards with the exception of those carried on the
power board® See Section 5*8®

The next five bars mount ore each of all-relay code ringing interrupter, 
automatic converter transfers, all-relay timer, busy and dial tone equipments 
and alarm checking and sending circuit®

The bottom 6 bars ar® divided into 4 sections of 3 bars each, 15 relay® long® These sections are used for mounting trunk®, paystations, grounded 
line adapters, long line repeaters, emergency line adapters0 and other special 
equipment required for the particular switchboard® For the capacity of these
frames, see Section 5«?» and for power board, see Section 5
5o3 0X-6Q

This unit is contained in one 36** frame and one 18~7/8P frame® The 36f9 
frame mounts 60 line relay equipments and 6 link control relay equipmentŝ  
together with the necessary link multiples for the 60 lines on the 6 links®The automatic trunk selection relays needed for the trunk circuits are also
mounted in this 36w unit®



The IS—7/S« unit from the top dom is equipped a® follows;/ The 
first bar - link busy jack; the geoond and tlaird spaces - fuse panels9 
fourth space open? four bars with guard and miscellaneous relays’ the* 
next 9 hare mount one each all-relay tinker, lousy and dial tone", all- 
relay code ringing Interrupter, converter transfer and alarm checking 
and sending circuit® Shis leaves sir 3 har spaces for mounting trunks 
pays tat ions, grounded line adapters, long line repeaters, etc. For 
capacity of these, see Section 5» 7*

The number of links in a CX-bO may h® extended beyond 6 by the 
addition o f another 3&> unit for 6 Units, tfhare aa additional unit
if r i t i y ^ i r 484* nmC® t<>r th' *XM* “ d busy J«* le Provided
5.U ox-loo
m 5'P-* Wit is contained in on* 72-1/4" frama and one 13.7/g* fraiBa
*? ^ 0 * *  ««“**•» WO **»• «*«lajr equipments and 10 link 00at“ l*rolay equipments, together with necessary link multiple* for acce.. 
to the 100 lines. She automatic trunk selection relays are in this unit.

The 18-7/8" unit la equipped the tans aa th . l8-7/g» oahinet f«. 
th® cx*®° (section 5-3), with the etc apt Ion that tha guard relay -auin. 
monte are extended for a total of 100 lines instead of 6o and neceesa^ busy Jacks ana fuses are provided fur 10 links instead of 6 links, '

The number of links in a CX-lOO may he extended beyond 10 bv Va.5 addition of a 3&" unit for 6 llake, or a 72-1 A “ unit for 12 f1nV„ 
Where an additional unit of this kind is provided, an additional fuee paue.i and additional busy jacks arc also provided in the ig.v/en
fo r serving these additional link®. “ ! U
5*5 CX-20G SI? - £

f S~"0
s~b - 3.
2-<l O

A C3C-200 fully equip'ed consists of three ?2-l/h" unit* * .*
Ig-r/fS” unit and as many more 18-7/8“ units as are required by trunk, 
or paystatioae equipped. The first 72-1/4" unit is equipped with lo* 
line relay equipment* and 10 link control relay equipment. with aeo»aq*rv link multiple® for access to the 100 lines. »*ary

Tm second 72-1/1*" unit 1b equipped with 50 line rel,» unit* £ ,« , 
control relays and the necessary link multiple relays for aoqee* of these 6 links to 1-50 lines® Th® guard circuit relays for all of !
is in this cabinet. In addition, this oahinet ha, link multiple 
extending the 10 links in the first switchboard for access t o V  ad-ntio^-If'? 8 O *

Th® third 72-1/4" unit is equipped with 50 lines and 3 link 00atPol 
lay ecuipfaents with link multiple access to these three links to ÔG U r  
addition s link multiple relays are provided for access of the 16 Unku in l J lfirst and second units to the second additional 5o lir.es, ** "* G



Hot©* Th© link multiple for the first ID links is in three 
separate cabinet* $ fcr the next 6 link* it Is In two cabinets, and the last three links are complete in on© cabinet«

auxiliary lfr-~?/8rt unit 1* similar to the unit provided for 
the CX*»uD and QX-XOO* except that an additional fuse panel is provided 
fojfJlising the additional lines and links. This unit, carries & guard 
circuit for only the first 100 lines. The guard circuit for the second 
100 lines ie la stalled in the second 72-1/U" unit. Automatic trunk select
ion relays are installed in the various J2~lfku units af retired. The 
aunbar of large units provided initially depends upon the number of lines end links installed. Xf 100 lines and 10 links or less are 
initially installed, only one 7«U1/Utt cabinet will be provided. If 101 
to 150 or 11 to 16 links are required, two 72-1/1* units will be provided. 
If more than 150 lines or more than l6 links are required, all three units will, be furnished*
5,& QX~20Q A / to  -  b / crv~& ~ 7' "" nsro vuUt >{Tp

The 03C—200-A unit au,i J.y ©quipped consists q'T three ^2*1/^ unit© and one 1E-J/Sn unit and as many more lS~7/g» units m  a re required by 
trunks or pays tat ion a equipped.' The first 72-1/if5 unit contains 100 
line relay equipments and 6 link control relay equipments, together 
with link multiples for a emu® to 200 lines. The second 72=4,/V unit 
almost duplicates the first wit and contains 100 line relay unite.
6 link control relays, together with link multiple for access to 200 
lines. The third 72-l/ka unit contains J link control relays, together 
with link multiple for access tc 200 lines. Automatic trunk selection 
relays required for these boards are included in each 72-1/U" unity

Hots* All links have complete multiples in each unit.
Th® 18-7/8* unit is identical with the CX=200 unit, containing fuses and jacks for the full 19 links, guard, circuit for 100 lines 

only ,th® guard relays for the second 100 lines being contained inthe second J2~l/bw unit.
5o 7 Auxlliary Unit - 18-7/8" Frame

This auxiliary unit is provided on all CX«6o»s„ lQ0"s,. 200,:s 
Mid 20CA19 and is similar for each switchboard, the difference feeing 
in the number 0 lin.sc buey jacks, i.usee and guard relays re©uired for the various eisad units.

Tvo terminal strips are provided at she top of this unit, the 
front terminal strip being used for general miscellaneous and common 
circuit connections* The rmr terminal strip is divided into six 
sections for use with the ®ix demountable frames to be mentioned later.

At the top of the unit, link busy jacks are provided in accord
ance wil.fi the number of links installed on a particular unit. Immediately 
below are provided fuse panels, each with space for 2J fuses. CX=6o®« 
and 100* a .with only on6 f2—1̂ I-- unit are equipped with two such fuse panel©
CX~2Q0®§a CX-SOQA* s and OX-100s © with more than one unit are ©quipped
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three fuse panels. The space for. the third fuse panel Is reserved 

on all boards when not equipped*® The fuse panel alarm buses are divided 
into J sections, one of 18. one of 8. and an individual stud, so that 
major and minor fuse alarms can be signalled*

Below the fuses four spaces are reserved for the guard circuits and 
miscellaneous relays. The arrangement of the relays in these spaces ie 
identical for all boards.. In CX-200°s and 200A8s» the guard for the first 
hundred lines only is provided In this unit. The next three bars mount one 
each all-relay timer and busy and dial tone equipment® The third three bars 
mount the code ringing interrupter, converter transfer and necessary relays 
for converter transfer alarm* The fourth group of three bars carries the 
alarm cheeking and sanding circuit, together with cumulative permanent signal 
alarm and low cable insulation alarm* The sending circuit, cumulative permanent 
signal alarm and equipment' necessary for thee low cable Insulation alarms are 
wired only when not specified in the order* All of the above 13 bars are 
permanently welded to the frame and are identical on all units*

Below this point space is provided for mounting individual three bar 
units* Sufficient space is provided for 6 of these units®

Trui.ik relay equipment, coin box line adapters, long line repeaters,, 
grounded line adapters, emergency line adaptors and other miscellaneous 
line equipment is mounted on these three bar units, with individual cabling 
to specific terminal positions on the terminal in the rear of the unit*

The capacity of a three bar frame is as follows?
(A) , Trunks to Manual Office

i„ Composite Type 3 Trunks
2o Loop Dial Type 3 Trunks
3* Composite Dial Back 2 Trunks
U„ Loop Dial Bask 2 Trunks
Trunks to Other Automatic Offices
1* Composite Dialling 3 Trunks
2* Loop Dialling 2 Trunks
Dual function and Other Special Trunks
Usually two per three bar frame*
(These are usually special, and in some 
cases* the quantity of equipment necessary 
will limit these trunks to one per frame.,)

Notes Frames for mounting trunks will be provided for the 
number which can be mounted on the frame and no arrangements will be made to mix various types of trunks 
os the same frame or mix trunks with other items*
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(D) M1 jstje llaac<ous _ Llas Adapters
1, Faystation Line Adapters

for 1(>3A Type Coin Collectors 2S Faystation Ton® Only 
3* Grounded Lin© Adaptors,

Maximum Realstance 1100 Ohms 
H. Grounded Lino Adapters, 

Intended Dialling 
5® Long Line Repeaters

H per frame 
9 per frame
6 per frame
3 per frame 8 par Pram®

or 1 per Bar 
or 3 P©r Bar
or 2 per Bar 

or 2 per Bar
Nets-. These adapter® may he mixed on frames.
On GX**3G$&S no 13~7/g® auxiliary frame is normally provided. 

Space is provided at the Bottom for four 3 her units with capacities a,3 described above*
Sfotes These - Bars aro voided Into place on the original unit and are mt mounted By bolts on the X&-7/S# unit.
(15) T&ndea Trunks
Tandem trunk is interpreted by the North Company to mean an 

arrangement whereby tranks from distant offices, or a line from & 
toll station tandem through the automatic exchange to trunks to manual 
office and are arranged not to use a link on such a call.

■Calls from manual office to tandem office are routed through 
the link in the intermediate office. When tandem trunks are provided, 
it is usually necessary to provide a second 1&-//8* auxiliary frame 
as 1,h© amount of equipment repaired for tandem trunks could, not normally 
be mounted in the six spaces available on the original 18-7/8* frame.
The normal arrangement for a tandem trunk frame of this kind would b® at followsi

X< Fuse Panel 
20 Miscellaneous Relays 

1 Bar
3® Manual yfflca Trunks, Loop or Composite 

3 per Two 3 Bar Frames Ho Automatic Office Trunk Loop Dial 
3 per,Two 3 Bar frames 

5® Automatic Office Trunk Composite 
Z per Frame 

6, Toll Stations
3 per Frame

The standard frame will bo arranged to provide for 9 trunks to 
manual office and 8 tandem trunks from either automatic exchanges ortoll stations.

Enver Beard
The power board frame for all of the switchboard types is identical

and is drilled for the mounting of H2 Ball System 19" mounting plates,.
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Th-i top four spaces are usually provided blank, but can “be
used fey '5he telephone company for mounting any Western Electric 
equipment they desire.

The second four spaces are occupied by a metal panel, mounting 
ths Sens; trol relays, time delay relay for the cumulative permanent 
sly®, and cable insulation alarm signals. This panel also carries 
two 6 petal fuse panels. Ths 3eft panel it provided for use fey the 
telephone company for fusing composite equipment or other Western 
Electric item® mounted on this frame. The right-hand panel is used 
for facing the ringing converters, test circuit, and other miscellaneous 
alarm circuits provided by the North Company on this frame. When 
cumulative permanent alarm signals or cable insulation alarm signals 
are not provided, mounting space for seasitrol relays is blanked.

• Pos it Ion?. *3 to 11 arc occupied by the meter and fuse panel.
This panel mounts a voltmeter used for reading the battery voltage, 
or for line testing, & charge ammeter and a discharge ammeter» the 
main swi chboard fuse and main ringing fuse or' terminal. The scales 
of the ammeters and capacity of the fuses vary with the size of the switchboard for which the pqwer panel is being provided.

Position 12 carries the alarm lamps and space for mounting four 
message registers* Originating call and lice finder overload message registers are usually provided and space for two trunk meters is 
available if specified by the telephone company. If mor« than four 
meters are required* the second mounting strip will be provided.

Position 13 is occupied by wire chief test keys*, At present, 
these an. pushbutton keys similar to the ones provided on the earlier panels*

Duplicate ringing machines are mounted on a swinging gate in 
the rear of these panels*. When only one ringing machine is required* 
wiring for two is supplied and one machine equipped.

Notes On the CX«l08s» only the main fuse and meter panel and 
alarm lamp panel is provided on this frame.

Self-regulating selenium rectifier battery chargers are mounted 
in the bottom of this frame, the 1, 2* and U amp chargers occupy
ing seven spaces, the 6, 8 and 10 #uap„ chargers occupying 13 spaces. 
This leaves twenty-two !~3/b* spaces available with a small charger 
and lb spaces available with a large charger for mounting Western 
Electric composite equipment or other Western Electric equipment 
desired fey the telephone company. This is in addition to the four 
spaces available at the top of the frame,
5.9 Main .Distributing frame

Main Biebributing Frames are provided as standard in two types;
1. Floor Mounting
2. Bracket Typo for Mounting on

Wall or End of Cabinst-
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fB® Typ© art standard,, However* Â’1 Type frame® ©an

b® provided on special order*
U) -

Verticals carry five 25 pin terminals blocks per vertical* 
Tow of these blocks will be provided as two or three rows as 
specified* on which the switchboard line cables will terminateo 
Hormel!ys cabling for tip and ring only is provided between
switchboard and the terminal blocks. Howevere tip® ring and sleeve 
will.be provided if ordered„

The top terminal block le 6 rows of 25c. Cabling from the 
auxiliary uni t for trunks, pays tations and other special auxil
iary line adapters is terminated on this block for crobb-connect-lag to the desired line*

The protector side of the frame will mount one hundred 
12684°a or X267A protectors as specified* 1177 type protectors will be provided for if desired*
'3} - »A" Tyne Frames

Only the tip and ring leads can be brought to Â11 type 
frames and a supplementary cable is carried over from the auxil
iary unit for terminating tranks, payst&tlons and other line 
adapters directly to the protector for the line number desired,,
Two or three row terminal blocks are provided for terminating 
the outside cable* as specified,, The third row terminals can be 
strapped for grounding spare pairs if desired*

Rote? With rA?s Type frames* it will be necessary to change 
cable pairs on the protectors when changing fro® a regular line to 
a trunk or paystation line* with the unused cable pair rolled up*

PACnllTG FOR S.-IPMKMT
The switchboard units,, auxiliary frames* battery charger, etc»8 

are packed in wooden packing eases*
All packing cases will he marked with the destination given on the 

purchase order*
The shipping papers, will be contained in a small manila envelope 

placed in a conspicuous location on the outside of one of the packing
03# 8S3 o

The line* line-finder and connector units will usually be shipped 
singly;* with no other equipment units in the cases* , t,,:

fThe method employed in shipping the auxiliary frames will depend 
upon the layout of the equipment* When two or more frames are to b« 
installed in the same line-up8 and some interconnecting is involved*
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%h&y will Im shipped assembled ia their relative positions, with the cabling la place.
Occasionally, two or more auxiliary frames of different Xia©*,ups will he shipped ia the same case, bolted together.
The min frame equipment and “battery rack will usually he shipped knocked down in separate eases,

UNPACKING flfS SWITCHBOARDasfiswMWWMM vmr m.<.rr*#w>iwu. lutfMmnnOXa ST— g,.«M -> MumtMt

The switchboard oases should he unpacked ai near to the location 
in which the switchboard is to bs installed as is convenient.

Before unpacking a switchboard unit case, oar® should he taken to see 
that the packing case is right side up, and properly positioned as to front and roar.

The packing cases should ha taken apart by removing the top cf the 
case* This will permit the front and hack to ha removed easily. In no 
os.ss should an attempt oe made to remove the ©ides of the packing cases 
before the front and hack. The sides of the packing case are bolted to 
the switchboard unit proper with shipping holts,

The side® of the packing case should b© unbolted, a side at a time, 
replacing the removed shipping bolt® by the cabinet bolts, which will b® 
found. In a sack tied to feha framework inside of the switchboard cabinet.

After unpacking as described above, the switchboard units may be moved Into position in the switch room.
If the switchboard units have to be moved any considerable distance 

from the place of unpacking, some form of roller should be used to roll 
the unit, (Two or more lengths of Iron pipe will be suitable for this purpose).

The auxiliary units should now be 'unpacked and brought into the switch room,
ERECTING

The switchboard units and the auxiliary framework units should be placed in position In accordance with the floor plan.
All of the frameworks and cabinets have bolts and details which permit 

th$ bolting of auxiliary frames end cabinets in the same line-up together,
Whm the equipment units in the line-up are bolted together the line-up should 
constitute a rigid unit. It will usually not be found necessary to bolt adjacent 
line and link units together a.e the 3^  and' ?2r wide unit® are self-supporting on a level floor,,

If it is found that the floor is too irregular to permit a good 
horizontal alignment of the units, shimming of the base of the switch-
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board unit should he resorted to* The shims required may he made 
irp locally o f thin strips of wood slightly wedge shaped, or of thin 
sheet metal strips* If it is found that the result of shimming, is 
unsightly, the shims may he concealed by a quartern-round wood strip 
railed or glued to the floor* Light finishing nails or cabinet-makers 
glue should he used for this* The material required will he purchased locally*.

The auxiliary units should he erected as shown oh the floor plan, 
bolting them to the auxiliary frames adjacent or the adjacent switch
board unit itBslf as the case may '.require* The apparatus layout drawing 
furnished witl the job, which shows the equipment units in each line-up,oay b® used to identify the various cabinets and frameworks*

A separata floor type main frame will be installed in accordance
the floor plan, and fastened to the floor with expansion bolt* or log screws*
If a wall type distributing frame is used, wooden cleats to support 

the frame should be attached to the wall by lag screws or expansion bolts 
The framework of the distributing frame should b® screwed to the cleats*

I f the distributing frame 2s mounted on the ead of the switchboard 
i*z>it, the framework should be bolted to the switchboard framework using the cabinet end bolts*

After assembling the battery rack and placing it in accordance with 
the floor plan the battery should be mounted on it* Gar© should be taken that the indicators of the pilot cell can be easily seen,

9* GABLE HACK, RUNWAYS. BTC*tammMNatUMMttiMaBw.trtiwMfsmmrtm Tnm-rmimimi— h h i i m i i i i i i i n

With the equipment there will be shipped loose length® of strap iron 
rack0 or cable running boxes to be used for cable support* Usually, the 
cable rack or running boxes will be cut to length in accordance with the 
floor plan* The floor plan will Indicate location of the various items of cable runway*

-he cable supporting details or running boxes should b© run between 
the switchboard line-ups, the main frame and the battery rack, as shown on the floor plan*

■*° auppor̂ s. will be 1 oral shed for the leads from the power service 
entrance to the battery charger* When a .support is required it will be mad© up locally.

2SL-.SUPFORTIHQ SWITCHBOARD AIU).JTtdMgWQBK
if it is found on completion of the work up to this point, that the 

switchboard line-ups, the main frame, battery rack, or isolated units of equipment are not sufficiently rigid, it will be necessary to provide additional supports* i
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' h * i l \  fouad that a®0d for auxiliary support will b© relatiTniv infrequent. The oaUe eupport. will usually, if to.taS^d p ^ p „ w
Sh« Moemary rigidity of the equipment unite. P P" ly’

Additional supports for rigidity nay he .Bade of lengths of ,t-.n 
'*r“ “ f!!5,f’'lled *U“ a^ >' *° P®rait «ttaete.ent to the ewltohhoard'uirtts 
he fo^d loiLTJ' *" f°Uwing tw#B *  ^ er*B *» this purpose nay

a)
h)
o)
*)

necessary*
Brass between line~tq>s.

from one or more line-ups to barest wall, 
Brace to ceiling.
Bra9©s to floor.

th„  Jf*.Sh°fd * V f mte **»• in “«« of supports for Wing, thatey ar* forced m seat there ia headroom for conwanient passage under thorn.

unite £  V ft^uJiTi9.^J'IWnd ,ltt aUaohin* **-*»*• to the switchboard j„ framework. However, some problem maw be met with
ln attaching1 to walla and sellings,

iii_._.Al’fAUHI&g TO WAtiLS OF BUIl/OXIg OH ROOMS

l a H r ^ n ! ! ! r S °rt9 fr fl?neworfe t0 tile *a n » th® installer should _ *** lB13elf tbat t;l@ ¥0rk 53 dono will not be objectionable to the
' 8?®l? ®o®Pany froa the «tand»point of appearance. If there is any doubt 
?t? ? a representative of the customer company should b# consulted,
‘::JT r<alJ’ ®hould b® cover0d with a *^d surface plaster that cannot be ?mt*i,y replaetered, or bricks with a vitreous surface are involved, the
customer company should always be con suited,

12 * SWITCHBOARD GROOWD

Ca®t1omf  ordinarily have provided the ewitohboard
?" r  **** ^r°U:Sbjt th® <50aaectlons of switchboard ground into

met bfhotifSn? on“ ,C,41°“ ^  ^  the customer company
11?. OABLING AMD “MRiHg

wil3 ht ni T t i  f  *!? lftef??reCti°a ai3 can b6 P^aansatly done at the factor win 00 ia Pla4j0» iastaller need not concern himself with this,.
u. „ switchboard cable for the purpose of in ter-connecting willa t>cnnec«ed to  the terminals of the various units at- one end.
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t.te loos© mds oolled up suitably for sMppiag, When possible„ th® Iocs® ends will be formed out at the factory.

T% may be noted that whan units are shipped bolted together t© t>® erected in th® same relative position th© interconnection of the two units will usually be completed at the factory,
¥h@n either end of a connection can be made at the factory, loos®lengths of wire ©r cable will bo shipped.
All cables, forms and wires, one end or both ends of which lav© to 

m  connected on the Job* will be tagged to show th©'terminals to which 
©itfAieotion should be made. _ jj?he©e tag© should not be removed until final inspection is made, ■■ — ■  -

©i® installer should, after making a first inspection of the'©qulp- ia-9i>,-b to assiirj himself tha-j everything is in place, and that everything 
1j ready to start interconnection, cut the laces with which the free ends of the cables are tied to the various units.

®is cabling, forms, leads and th® tag© attached to thorn should be 
checked against %ht Interconnecting diagrams furnished with the switch, 
board. If there it any discrepancy, it should be investigated, reference 
being had to the supplement ary installation instruction for explanation „• j.2. one or more cable tag® should have fallen off during shipment, th® 
interconnecting diagram?? will usually give sufficient information to permit making out a new on©.

I t th© installer should decide that on® or more cables, forms or 
leads are missing, Ms district supervisor should be informed at once,

After completion of the checking of the inter-unit cabling, the 
installer -should lay in place on th© runways or in the running boxes th© cables, forms and leade,

The Installer should then run such leads as are required to be run 
on th® job. The following is a list of those generally required!

s)o Positive and negative battery lead® between battery 
and power panel, (See Power Board Wiring plan.)

b), Lead fro® th® entrance of the ground connection. to the 
positive pole of th© battery, the main frame bn* bar, 
and the ringing ground connection. If a lead covered 
wire is Used for' this purpose, it is advisable to bond 
the leadv sfibath to the conductor at both ends.
Spliced and soldered connections or /soldo-rises 
connectors my be used to splice to th® incoming ground lead.
The ground connection should be sweated to the lug •
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on the main frame bus bar.
Cables from the power service entrance to the charger
unit are not normally furnished, and are supplied by the customer company*
The installer should than lace, suitably to the racks or 
supporting details, all cables, etc*
METHOD OF m OT ffiC Alii HSPLA.012TG S¥ IfQHBCMBB TOPS

To remove the top of a switchboard cabinet, the rear of 
the top should be lifted from its guide first. (The front of the 
cabinet top is free to move while this is done and will pivot in 
its guide®*) After lifting the rear of the top several Inches, it 
should b© moved forward to unseat the front. A slight movement 
forward is ail that Is necessary*

e top. may new be"lifted off in any direction*
To replace a switchboard top, held it on an angle above 

the switchboard and first seat the front. The rear will then drop 
into position in its guides without difficulty*

If a closed cable runway Is used which is run over the 
junction of two cabinets, it will be necessary to remove the collar 
which Is placed around the cable support arid which is placed over 
top of the cabinets* This can be easily done by unscrewing the plates which make up the collar*
COWnCTIHO- switchboard

(Beferonee should be made to the drawings Involved and 
supplementary installation instructions to obtain details for this 
work, The following information is a general summary only, of the 
usual items of work in a OX board), (a color coding arrangement is 
used for crois connect cables and a chart Indicating the c&dew used, 
it appended to these instructions*)

After butting and forming or fanning all cables, connect as follow® g
1* Connect the loos® ends of the cables to tho power board
2* Connect the loose ends of the cables to the isisc* frame
3o Connect the loos© sals of the cables to the min frame
4* Connect the power, charger and battery leads
5* Connect the service entrance leads*
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o Installer should make a complete inspection of the equipment 
before proceeding to test out the switchboards II© should, satisfy him- 
self fchf.it all the equipment called for on the layout sheet, and required 
by the circuits has been furnished* If any Items of equipment appear
to he missisig, this fact should he Immediately reported*

fiie installer should make a visual Inspection cf the relays to 
determine that no damage has occurred In shipment*

T/ie installer should inspect the battery to see that fch© level of 
the electrolyte is such th.it the plate® are at least 1/2* below the surface*

fetes If the battery plates have been exposed to the sir 
f r a considerable length of time, they should b© 
considered defective* fhe matter should be referred 
for decision at once before placing the batteries in for service.

16, TEST
fli® installer should check the battery voltage, to determine fch© condition of the battery*
The installer should put la the charger and battery supply fuses 

a® shown on the power circuit drawings sad turn on the charger switch if on® la supplied*
BACTRY CHARGER
The following refers to a self-regulating charger with dry disc 

rectifying stacks. If any other type is furnished, supplementary
instruct ions will provide Information regarding it*

If the battery is not fully charged, the charger will immediately 
start to deliver current to the battery to bring it up to full charge.The amount delivered will depend upon the condition of the battery and
fch® rating of fch© charger*

The charger will continue to deliver current to the battery until 
it is fully charged, when It® output will drop to an amount Just 
sufficient to maintain the battery at full charge* This amount will
be a fraction--of an ampere.

[., j  As the taste proceed, as outlined below, with varying load
condition® Imposed upon the battery supply, the Installer should check to 
&ee that fch© charger functions properly. The instructions covering the 
battery charger, C0-U928 furnished with th© circuit descriptions, should 
be read in this connection*

It may be pointed out that the charger is designed to keep the 
battery as near to full charge as la practicable without over-

‘ charging. Consequently, by a constant check of the battery voltage
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end current drain, the output of the charger 1st increased or decreased 
as saj he required, to bring this shout®

As'the load on the battery Increases, a point vill finally 
he reached when the charger will not increase its output materially, 
unless a substantial drop in the battery voltage occurs hy reason of 
a sustained load® A condition of this sort, in which the charger 
delivers beyond its rating, should not ho permitted to continue for 
a period lasting more than a few minutes, and in no event should the 
charger he permitted to deliver more than 20 percent in excess of its rating.

The full load voltage and no load voltage of the charger are 
shown on the rating sheet included in the information supplied with
each equiptoen 10

Notes She overcharge switch on the charger should 
he used with caution, when the battery is 
partially-discharged® The operation of the 
overcharge switch remove* a part of the 
control from the circuit® I t the battery 
is partlcally discharged, the charger m y  
deliver a current which is considerably in excess of its rating®
The overcharge switch may be used to bring 
a partially discharged battery up to full 
sbarge, The 1 ■Imitation regarding over 
loading of the charger beyond its rating 
must b® observed,

wwWKwas?'.jwmsa*

The installer, after checking in accordance with the 
foregoing to m e that the battery is brought up to full charge, 
should insert the discharge cartridge fuses on the power board.

The installer should, using lengths of 1 amp fas© wire 
or other temporary fusing, fuse all of the individual circuits on
the switchboard.

If none ©f the fates blow, the installer say proceed with 
the teats. If any individual circuit fuses or common cartridge fuses 
should blow, the installer should correct the trouble before proceeding.

The circuit teats will be conducted in the order shown?
a). Landing*In test on all lisas.

The landing in test should be mad© from the end of the 
multiple, this will require that the last equipped link 
be uss&c The other links should be busied out by near.® 
of their make busy switches,
The installer will, using a test set, short each equipped
iihe in succession at the main frame, testing for dial
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tone® observing the line-finder used fox* test seises the 
proper line, The line-finder should release when the 
short on the line Is removed.
4 test should he made to see that the links are allotted 
in sequence (Mule rotation scheme,) With all links iis 
service, land call® and release. Observe that when a 
link has been engaged once, It remain® out of service 
until all links have been in use, when it* together with 
the other free link®, are again made available for 
soisure, (lot© that the links restored do not include 
the last link which was engaged. This link will be 
restored on the next cycle.)
A test should be made for all group and unit selections 
on-each, link. This may be mad© by dialling Ten® and 
Units digits on each link accompanied by the prefixed 
digit if 'there should be one, without dialling the ring
ing digit. The selection should be checked and immediately 
after the selection is checked, the call should b® dis
connected.
This test may be made with two line conditions on the test
line?

a) , 0 ohm loop* 5000 ©ten leak across line,
b) , 1000 ohm loop, no leak &ar®§i line.

In the 11-100 type switchboard the following test 
numbers (with proper prefix©®) say be used* following 
the sequence shown:
221, 2J2, 2H3. £5S+» 265. 276, 28J, 298, 209 anl 210
Qu the 30, So and 200 lin, board, or units partioally 
equipped* suitable combination of TENS and UNITS digits 
can la worked out by the installer so that all TENS and 
UNITS are cheeked,
A test should be made on all codas* polarised rings* 
frequencies or ©the,-?- types of party ringing used on the 
switchboard. This test should be mad© on the last equipped 
link m  the switchboard,
A test call should be made over each link dialling a 
test number* observing that ringing ton© is received 
and on answering at the called station, during ringing* 
that tripping is instantaneous or la the next succeeding
silent period.„ as specified,
A shack ©£ circuit condition ©an be made in connection 
with this test. If the aid of another person ©an be obtained
a talking test can be mad®' in 'both directions.. If the test
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la mad® by one person, %h& test may be made by tapping the transmitters 
of the test telephone®,
g) A toot should be made of all links for reverting call.

This test Is mad® by dialling the station number fro® 
which the call Is being mad®, receiving the busy signal, 
hanging up, ringing the calling line and tripping the 
connection. On tripping the ringing it should be observed 
that the link is dismissed and the line put m  lookout,

h}» When considered advisable, a test of all line# in the 
connecter multiple) may be made at this point, Test 
all lines for ringing* tripping end transmission, This 
test, should be mads from the sain frame, with a subset 
arranged to connect to the terminals or protector# as 
required. It is suggested that the last link equipped 
be used, so that continuity of multiple circuits may 
be checked at this time, Test all lines in succession, 
starting with the first equipped,

I) , A shock of trunks should now be made. This check should
include calls to and from the switchboard. The connect
ing office equipment should b© in place and included in 
this test, This tost should include making all trunks 
in a group busy and then make m  additional call to this 
group to verify that the busy ton© la obtained. Operator8§ 
control and other features in connection with trunk service 
should also be checked during this test. It is suggested 
that the last link equipped be used for these tests to that continuity of multiple can be checked concurrently,
(When all trunks busy meters are used, registration 
of the busy condition of the trunk group in connection 
wish this test should be made,)

J) , A test of automatic trunk selection, If equipped,
should now be aad@ on all trunk and PIS groups so 
equipped chocking that the calls land successively 
on the trunks in rotation,

k) , A test of all miscellaneous features should now be
made. This will include fuse alarm, grounded line
alarm and line lookout,

l) , Test the alarm checking and sending circuit and
associated alarms by simulating the various alarm 
conditions* on® aft®'* another and checking to see 
that the various alarm indications ar® sent over 
the trunk and received when the test mnuaber is dialled,

m) . Test all outside lines for grounds and shorts by
mean# of the voltmeter test circuit on the power 
board and record the result,
(This tost should only be mad© by the installer#
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when requested to do so fey the customer company 
end such request is confirmed "by the supplementary inffltn.ictio.aa for the Job*)
fills test can ha mad© before the cutover when dial 
phones are installed prior to the cutover. If new 
phones are Installed line fey line during the cutover
v ’ -i ’ • • • ■ ->* ■
phones hare feeen installed, before the line is placed In service,
The following formula may fee used to determine 
insulation resistance of a lines

IU » (Eb ~ S?v)Ry
Ev 01mn

In the above formula % Si represents insulation 
resistance, to fee determined! Hv represents the 
total resistance of the voltmeter; and EV represents the voltmeter reading.

LIKE CBCSS CQNNSOglQ&S
The installer will, ordinarily, not fee required to run the

line cross connections at the main frame. If the installer should
hi required to rm the cross connections he should assure himself
that hie cross connection list is complete feefore starting,*
exmroa

Two methods of out over are employed in small exchanges. If aw 
telephones are not installed prior to the cutover, feat installed line 
fe.7 line during the cutover, the cutover must fee done line fey lias.
In inch a can® the new switchboard must have one or more temporary 
trunk lines to. the old switchboard for interconnection during the period of cutover.

When the new phones are all installed prior to the cutover, or 
the instruments have all been modified for dial operation it Is 
possible to make the cutover of all lines simultaneously,. In mmh a 
ease, the installer will, immediately feefore cutover, place all cut
off relay armatures in the operated position fey inserting toothpick® 
undsr the armatures, thus opening the line to the dial switchboard. 
The heat coils will then fee inserted. In the protectors, fhe cutover 
operation consists simply of the pulling of the heat coil® on the old 
main frame and the removal of the toothpicks ©n the cutoff relays at 
the nm switchboard* No temporary trunk lines between the old and 
new office will, In this case, fee required*
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COLOR 00® FOR OABLSS
wi* * 11 •»—.niw >w mLiiiiwîiaircgi-fUB'iaiii’irjimj— ni»jn«iMuiju,uiuiw «Mtau>jMi

Pair© 1-20
Color Abbreviation Mat® Abbreviation

.Pair I Bins UMM«a> a ««K* 10 mmssfu»>*»*«*» -«mwmwmhi 1 iiwiui iigiw »jmwmw w m w wWhit® 1M
2 Orange ae IS 2M
3 Green 3c n ■*»#

U Brown ko e kll5 Slats 50 s 5M6 Blue-white 6a 1? # 6m7 Blue-orange jo si p i
8 Blue® green so it SM
B Blue-brown 90 « 914

10 Blue-slat#. 100 » 10M. 11 Orange-whit© lie « 11M12 Orange-green 120 M 12M13 C range-brown 130 59 13M
lh Orange-slate IkG W ■ ibw
15 Green-white 130 tt 15m16 Green-brown 16c S3 IcM
17 Green*-slats 170 8 17MIS Brom-white ISC it ISM
19 Brown-slat® 190 55 19M
m Slate-white . 200 S3 ?m

Psirt 21-UO
Color Abbreviation Mate Abbreviation
As in pairs ” SETto" WOO Had 21M to '55?

Pairs Ll-JA)
Color Abbreviation Mate Abbreviation
As in pairs 410 to irOO Bed- > njim to Som

20 white
Fairs 6l-S0

Color Abbreviation Mata Abbreviation
As in pairs 610 %q m o Blue- blM to SOM
1-20 Red

Pair Sl«100
Col or Abbreviation Mate Abbreviation
A® in pairs SIC to 100G Orange- SIM to 100M
1-20 Red

Uoie 1%

All other wire* appearing la cables are spares.
Note 2?

0» inter* irnit ereas-connecting plans, the abbreviations shown will
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b© used to Inc icate the sequence in which the conductors of the cables used are connected*
r \

Triples 1** 10
Spite J3>^g§yA«Uga lms«£ ^kiusza A*tosi*

Triple «n«A* Blue 10 Blue & rad IT White 1MTriple 2 Orange 20 Orange & rad 2T Whit® 2MTriple 3 Or sen 30 Green & red 3* White 3MTriple k Brown <•■0 Brown & rad k? Whit© mTriple 5 Slate 50 Slate <& x*ed 5* Whit© 5MTriple 6 Blue-white 6C Blue-white A red 6T Whit© 6MTriple 7 Blue-crange 70' Blue-orange & rod 7T White ?MTriple 8 Blue-green &c Blue-green &■ red 8T White 8MTriple 9 B1 uc-brown so Blue-brown & red 9T White 9MTriple 10 Blue-Blais 100. Blue-slate & red 10T Whit© 10M
Triples 1-20
Triples 1 to ID Same as sshown for above cable Triples 1 to■ 10
Triple 11 Orange-white no Orange-white & red 11T White 11MTriple 12 Orange«»gr@en 120 Orange-green & red 12T Whit© 12MTriple 13 Orange-brown 130 Orange-brown & red 11T White 13MTriple Ik Orange-slate me Orange-slate & red i4i Whit® IhMTriple 15 Green*white 150 Green-white & r©& 1ST White 15MTriple 16 Gree&»brovn 163 Green-brown & red 16T Whit® 16mTriple 17 Orsen-slate I f%0 Green-3late & red ITT Whit© 1?MTriple 18 Brown*whit© 163 Brown-whit© & red 181! Whit© IBMTriple 19 Brown-slate 190 Brown-slate & red 19® White 19MTriple 20 Slate-white 200 Slat©-white & red SOT White 20M
lots 1 «> .

All other wires appearing in cables are spares*
Note 2 -

On Int sr—uni1 cross—connecting plans* the abbreviations shown will 
be used to indicate the sequence in which the conductors of the cablet used are connected,,


